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HOW DO CONCEPTS COMPOSE TO FORM NEW ONES?

The black mamba is a long, slender, cylindrical snake. It has a coffin-shaped 
head with a somewhat pronounced brow ridge and a medium-sized eye. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_mamba  

England's dejected players must now lift themselves for the third-place 
play-off against Switzerland in Guimaraes on Sunday. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/48455034 

The Labour Party has narrowly seen off a challenge from the Brexit Party 
and held on to its seat in the Peterborough by-election. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-48532869

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_mamba
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/48455034
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-48532869
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BACKGROUND: 
CATEGORICAL COMPOSITIONAL SEMANTICS

“There are dictionaries for words, why aren’t there dictionaries for sentences?” 
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Distributional Semantics

Words are represented as vectors
Entries of the vector are related to how often the target word
co-occurs with the context word
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HOW DO WE BUILD WORD VECTORS?

• Distributional hypothesis: words that occur in similar contexts 
have similar meanings.  

• “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” - Firth 

• And it works:



YOU SHALL KNOW A WORD BY THE COMPANY IT KEEPS

The meaning of words

Distributional hypothesis

Words that occur in similar contexts have similar meanings
[Harris, 1958].

U.S. Senate, because they are ? , like to eat as high on the
It made him ? .

sympathy for the problems of ? beings caught up in the
peace and the sanctity of ? life are not only religious

without the accompaniment of ? sacrifice.
a monstrous crime against the ? race.
this mystic bond between the ? and natural world that the

suggests a current nostalgia for ? values in art.
Harbor” in 1915), the ? element was the compelling

an earthy and very ? modern dance work,
To be ? , he believes, is to seek one’s

Ordinarily, the ? liver synthesizes only enough
nothing in the whole range of ? experience more widely

It is said that fear in ? beings produces an odor that
megatons: the damage to ? germ plasm would be such

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 6/60



YOU SHALL KNOW A WORD BY THE COMPANY IT KEEPS

The meaning of words

Distributional hypothesis

Words that occur in similar contexts have similar meanings
[Harris, 1958].

U.S. Senate, because they are human , like to eat as high on the
It made him human .

sympathy for the problems of human beings caught up in the
peace and the sanctity of human life are not only religious

without the accompaniment of human sacrifice.
a monstrous crime against the human race.
this mystic bond between the human and natural world that the

suggests a current nostalgia for human values in art.
Harbor” in 1915), the human element was the compelling

an earthy and very human modern dance work,
To be human , he believes, is to seek one’s

Ordinarily, the human liver synthesizes only enough
nothing in the whole range of human experience more widely

It is said that fear in human beings produces an odor that
megatons: the damage to human germ plasm would be such

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 6/60



SHALL YOU KNOW A SENTENCE BY THE 
COMPANY IT KEEPS?



SHALL YOU KNOW A SENTENCE BY THE 
COMPANY IT KEEPS?
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WE BUILD UP SENTENCE MEANING USING 
GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE
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GRAMMAR AND MEANING SPACE HAVE THE 
SAME UNDERLYING MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE

Vectors

Tensor contraction
Coecke, B., Sadrzadeh, M., & Clark, S. (2010). Mathematical foundations for a compositional 
distributional model of meaning. arXiv preprint arXiv:1003.4394.

(Multi)linear maps



APPLICATIONS

• Sentence and phrase similarity 
• Word sense disambiguation 
• Ellipsis “Junpa likes beer and Fred does too” 
• Entailment (more on that to come…)

Grefenstette, Edward, and Mehrnoosh Sadrzadeh. "Experimental support for a categorical compositional distributional model of 
meaning." EMNLP, 2011. 
Kartsaklis & Sadrzadeh, Prior disambiguation of word tensors for constructing sentence vectors. EMNLP 2013 
Wijnholds, Gijs, and Mehrnoosh Sadrzadeh. "Evaluating Composition Models for Verb Phrase Elliptical Sentence 
Embeddings." NAACL 2019.



PROBLEMS?



PROBLEMS?

• Brittle 

• Thin 

• Lots of parameters to learn 

• Static 

• Issues with grammar



HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE: 
REASONING IN SEMANTIC SPACES

HATCHBACK COMPACT GAS GUZZLER

MOTOR VEHICLE

MOTOR CARGO KART TRUCK

ARTEFACT
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GRAMMAR AND MEANING SPACE HAVE THE 
SAME UNDERLYING MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE

Positive operators

Tensor contraction

Completely positive maps

Bankova, D., Coecke, B., Lewis, M., & Marsden, D. (2019). Graded hyponymy for compositional distributional 
semantics. Journal of Language Modelling, 6(2), 225-260.



REPRESENTING WORDS AND PHRASES WITH 
POSITIVE OPERATORS

• A positive operator  over a real vector space  is a square matrix 
such that for any , the inner product . 

• Given a word vector , we can lift it to the projection matrix 
associated with that vector. 

• More general terms are represented as sums of more specific terms: 

 

• Positive operators have a natural ordering:  

 

• We interpret this ordering as a hyponymy relation

A ℝn

⃗v ⟨ ⃗v , A ⃗v ⟩ ≥ 0
⃗v

v̄ := ⃗v ⃗v ⊤

[[pet]] = pddo g + pccat + pttaran tu la + . . .

A ⩽ B ⟺ B −A ⩾0

Bankova, D., Coecke, B., Lewis, M., & Marsden, D. (2019). Graded hyponymy for compositional distributional 
semantics. Journal of Language Modelling, 6(2), 225-260.



THE ORDERING OF POSITIVE OPERATORS CAN 
BE INTERPRETED AS HYPONYMY

HATCHBACK COMPACT GAS GUZZLER

MOTOR VEHICLE

MOTOR CARGO KART TRUCK

ARTEFACT

procedure of [40], for example, the linear maps of adjectives and intransitive verbs

(both functions of a single argument) will be elements of N created as follows:

�!
adj =

X

i

���!nouni
��!
verbIN =

X

i

���!
subji (4.24)

with i iterating through all relevant contexts. In both cases the application of a �

operation will create a diagonal matrix, which when substituted in Def. 3.3.1 will

produce the result shown below.

a n a n s v s v

= =

Adjective/Intr. verb Adjective-noun Intransitive sentence

(4.25)

Note that this is nothing more than another case of copying “all” dimensions of

a tensor (here just one), that as we discussed in §4.3 results in a degeneration to

an element-wise multiplicative model. Specifically, the meaning of adjective-noun

compounds and intransitive sentences reduces to the following:

������!
adj noun = µ(

�!
adj ⌦���!noun) =

�!
adj ����!noun (4.26)

�!sIN = µ(
��!
subj ⌦

��!
verb) =

��!
subj �

��!
verb (4.27)

I will now proceed to the more interesting case of a ditransitive sentence, the

derivation of which is depicted here:

John gave Mary a flower

n nrs nlnl n n s oi od
(4.28)

A ditransitive verb can be seen as a function of 3 arguments; hence, we can start

by creating a tensor of order 3 that represents the verb, as follows:

verbDT =
X

i

���!
subji ⌦

��!
iobji ⌦

��!
dobji (4.29)

where
��!
iobj and

��!
dobj refer to the vectors of the indirect and direct object, respectively.

In this case, the Frobenius operators o↵er to us three alternatives, all of which are

shown below:

55

And we can use a form of type-
lifting to build functional words 
and compose into simple 
sentences: 

summer finish, season end, T  

season end, summer finish, F

Lewis, M. (2019). Compositional hyponymy with positive operators, RANLP 2019



WITH THE RIGHT NORMALISATION WE CAN 
IMPLEMENT NEGATION

We say negation of a word, phrase 
or sentence  is just w

Martha Lewis

where in KMult JverbK =
q

i piPi.
These operations can also be extended to transitive verbs, although there are

various choices of how to do so. Some of these are discussed in ?.

3 Modelling negation in CP1(V )
As discussed, an approach to modelling negation is to map a vector to the subspace
orthogonal to it. In the case of projectors, this is equivalent to subtracting the
associated matrix from the identity matrix. We use the same operation. So, we
define

Jnot wK := I ≠ JwK (8)

When we restrict to the subset CP1(W ) over a vector space W , this operation
preserves positivity of the operator and also maps operators into the set CP1(W ).

Importantly, this operation is not a morphism of CPM(FVect), and therefore a
suitable home needs to be found for it. We do not provide an answer to that in this
paper, leaving it for ongoing work. Rather, we look at how this operation interacts
with composition, the Löwner ordering, and how it works in implementation.

3.1 How not interacts with the (graded) Löwner ordering

Consider operators A and B œ CP1(W ). Under the crisp Löwner ordering, we have

A ı B ≈∆ B = A + D (9)
≈∆ I ≠ B = I ≠ (A + D) (10)
≈∆ I ≠ B + D = I ≠ A ≈∆ not B ı not A (11)

Considering an error term E, we use the notation ıE if B + E = A + D. With such
an error term,

A ıE B ≈∆ B + E = A + D (12)
≈∆ I ≠ (B + E) = I ≠ (A + D) (13)
≈∆ I ≠ B + D = I ≠ A + E ≈∆ not B ıE not A (14)

Depending on the grading we use, the strength of the hyponymy relation will be
a�ected. Using the kBA grading (equation (3)) we have that not B is a hyponym of
not A with strength

kBA(not B, not A) = Tr(D ≠ E)
Tr(D + E) = kBA(A, B)

6

[[cats]]

[[n o n -cats]]

Martha Lewis

paired sentences consisting of a subject and a verb. In half the cases the first
sentence entails the second, and in the other half of cases, the order of the sentences
is reversed. For example, we have:

summer finish, season end, T
season end, summer finish, F

The first sentence is marked as entailing, whereas the second is marked as not
entailing. The dataset is created by selecting nouns and verbs from WordNet. In
the case of the sentence marked T, the first noun is selected as a hyponym of the
second noun, and the first verb is selected as a hyponym of the second verb. There
is an implicit existential quantification in the sentences.

To create datasets that include negation, we create three further datasets in the
following way. Consider an entailing sentence pair such as:

dogs run |= mammals move

We include negation in two places: either the noun can be negated, giving us
non-dogs and non-mammals, or else the verbs can be negated, giving us do not run

and do not move.
From dogs run |= mammals move we then get three more pairs of entailing sen-

tences:

some dogs run |= some mammals move (23)
some non-mammals run |= some non-dogs move (24)
some dogs do not move |= some mammals do not run (25)

some non-mammals do not move |= some non-dogs do not run (26)

To model these, we render the negation of the verb as directly acting on the verb.
Another choice would be for the negation to act on the whole sentence, rendering
dogs don’t move as not(dogs move), but this would mean that we now consider the
sentence universally quantified. Working out how to include quantification is an
area of further work.

To model these sentences, we therefore calculate, respectively:

JdogsK ú JrunK ık JmammalsK ú JmoveK (27)
(I ≠ JmammalsK) ú JrunK ık (I ≠ JdogsK) ú JmoveK (28)

JdogsK ú (I ≠ JmoveK) ık JmammalsK ú (I ≠ JrunK) (29)
(I ≠ JmammalsK) ú (I ≠ JmoveK) ık (I ≠ JdogsK) ú (I ≠ JrunK) (30)

8

Lewis, M. (2019). Towards negation in DisCoCat, SEMSPACE @ ESSLLI 2019



PROBLEMS?

• Less brittle - word representations can be used for different parts 
of speech and can encode different senses (maybe) 

• Less ‘thin’ - word representations now contain more information 
and have something like a subset relation 

• Lots of parameters to learn - but not so bad as they can be built 
from existing vectors 

• Issues with grammar 

• Static



BUILDING VECTORS:  
LINKING TO DEEP NEURAL MODELS

Recursive Neural Networks

�!p2 = g(
����!
Clowns, �!p1)

����!
Clowns

�!p1 = g(
�!
tell,

��!
jokes)

�!
tell

��!
jokes

gRNN : Rn ⇥ Rn ! Rn :: (�!v1 , �!v2) 7! f1

✓
M ·

�!v1�!v2

�◆

gRNTN : Rn⇥Rn ! Rn :: (�!v1 , �!v2) 7! gRNN(
�!v1 , �!v2)+f2

⇣�!v1> · T · �!v2
⌘

[?, ?]

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 35/49



TAKING INSPIRATION FROM DEEP LEARNING
Alternatively... linear recursive neural networks

�!p2 = g(
����!
Clowns, �!p1)

����!
Clowns

�!p1 = g(
�!
tell,

��!
jokes)

�!
tell

��!
jokes

[?]

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 36/49

Alternatively... linear recursive neural networks

Clowns tell jokes

gLin

gLin

�!p1 = gLin(
���!cross,

���!
roads)

�!p2 = gLin(
����!
Clowns, �!p1)

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 37/49

• Less brittle - word vectors can be 
used with different types 

• Fewer parameters 
• We can still incorporate linguistic 

knowledge - e.g pronoun functionality

Lewis, M. (2018). Compositionality for recursive neural networks, Neural-Symbolic Learning and Reasoning @ 
HLAI 2018

Alternatively... linear recursive neural networks

Clowns

tell

jokes

gLin

gLin

M. Lewis Semantic Spaces 38/49
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Vectors

Tensor contraction

(Multi)linear maps
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FUTURE WORK

J. Derrac, S. Schockaert / Artificial Intelligence 228 (2015) 66–94 67

Fig. 1. A conceptual space of vehicles.

with missing knowledge, by drawing plausible but unsound conclusions when their knowledge is insufficient to answer a 
given question [5]. Most existing approaches in this class rely on similarity based reasoning [6–8], i.e. on the assumption 
that similar concepts tend to have similar properties:

Similarity based reasoning if we know that Alice enjoyed the Lord of the Rings trilogy, we can derive that she will probably 
like the Hobbit trilogy as well, as both trilogies are quite similar.

The required similarity degrees are often obtained from so-called distributional models, i.e. from the co-occurrence patterns 
of the corresponding natural language terms in large text collections. The popularity of similarity based methods can be 
largely explained by the relative ease with which such distributional models can be learned. However, similarity based 
reasoning also has two important limitations. First, it can only be used when there are sufficiently similar concepts that 
we can exploit (e.g. if we do not know whether Alice liked the Lord of the Rings trilogy, it would be much harder to use 
similarity based reasoning for predicting whether she would like the Hobbit, as there are few other films that are similar 
to it). Second, similarity degrees are highly context-dependent (e.g. red and white Burgundy wine are similar in some sense, 
but they should be paired with very different types of food). To alleviate these limitations, we propose to augment similarity 
based reasoning with two other patterns of commonsense reasoning:

Interpolative reasoning if we know that undergraduate students and PhD students are both exempt from paying council 
tax in the UK, we can plausibly conclude that master’s students are also exempt from paying this tax, given that 
master’s students are conceptually between undergraduate students and PhD students.

A fortiori reasoning if we know that buying beer is illegal under the age of 18 in the UK, we can plausibly derive that 
buying whiskey is also illegal under the age of 18, since whiskey is stronger than beer.

Unfortunately, the semantic relations that are needed to automate these forms of commonsense reasoning are not commonly 
available. Large-scale semantic knowledge bases such as DBpedia, YAGO and Freebase mainly encode attributional knowledge 
such as “Chianti is made from the Sangiovese grape”, while we need relational knowledge such as “Chianti is generally less 
tannic than Cabernet Sauvignon”. Lexical resources such as WordNet5 and ConceptNet do contain relational information, but 
they are limited to a small set of predefined relations (e.g. synonyms and is-a relations).

In this paper, we will show how the required semantic relations can be obtained by interpreting them as qualitative 
spatial relations in a particular kind of distributional model. Specifically, we will obtain semantic relations from conceptual 
spaces that have been induced from text corpora. Conceptual spaces [9] are metric spaces which are used to encode the 
meaning of natural language concepts and properties. In most applications, conceptual spaces are assumed to be Euclidean. 
They are typically high-dimensional, with each dimension corresponding to a primitive cognitive feature. Specific entities 
then correspond to points in the conceptual space, while natural concepts and properties are posited to correspond to con-
vex regions [9]. Fig. 1 shows a simple example of a two-dimensional conceptual space of vehicles, although it should be 
noted that most conceptual spaces will have a considerably higher number of dimensions. An important observation is that 
many types of semantic relations between vehicles correspond to qualitative spatial relations in this conceptual space. For 
example, the semantic is-a relationship corresponds to a spatial part-of relationship (e.g. the region for bicycle is included 
in the region for vehicle, because every bicycle is also a vehicle). Furthermore, we can identify conceptual betweenness with 
geometric betweenness (e.g. the region for motorbike is geometrically between the regions for bicycle and car, and accord-
ingly the properties of a motorbike can be thought of as being intermediate between those of a bicycle and those of a car). 

5 http :/ /wordnet .princeton .edu.
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Convex sets

Applying relations

Convex relations

Conceptual spaces for meaning representation 



FUTURE WORK

Troje, N. F. (2002) Decomposing biological motion: A framework for analysis and synthesis of human gait 
patterns. Journal of Vision 2:371-387, https://www.biomotionlab.ca/

https://www.biomotionlab.ca/


FUTURE WORK
Concepts in dialogue

J. Hedges & M. Lewis 11

option: The apprentice has a built-in translation from O to A, and has a preference to carry out the
received order according to this endogenous language, in line with the Wittgenstein quote in section 2.2.

Fix a function f : O⇥A ! R, which is the apprentice’s judgement of the similarity between orders
and outcomes. We define the apprentice as an agent who, on receiving the order o : O, will choose some
a : A in order to maximise the similarity f (o,a). Let G :

�O
A

�
! I be the open game defined by the diagram

O

A

argmax
fO

A

A
R

O

Concretely, it is given by the following data:

• The set of strategy profiles is SG = O ! A

• The coplay function is CG : SG ⇥O⇥1 ! A is CG (s ,o,⇤) = s(o)

• The equilibrium function EG : O ! P(SG ) is

EG (o) = {s | s(o) 2 argmax
a:A

f (o,a)}

The final step is to form the composition G � [[bring large slabs]] : I ! I, a closed game. In a Nash
equilibrium of the composite, the master uses the apprentice’s built-in language in order to choose an
order. Concretely, the data specifying this game is:

• The set of strategy profiles is SG �[[bring large slabs]] = O⇥ (O ! A)

• The Nash equilibria, which are now simply a subset of SG �[[bring large slabs]], are

{(o,s) | s(o) = B(x) for some x 2 S and s(o) 2 argmax
a:A

f (o,a)}

Since this is a sequential game we can compute equilibria by a method known as backward induction,
which also reveals the way that the agents themselves might reason. Although o 7! argmaxa:A f (o,a) is
a multi-valued function, each possible choice defines an optimal strategy s : O ! A for the apprentice.
These s are the ways that the master can deduce the apprentice might behave, given the apprentice’s
understanding of the language. It may also be reasonable to assume that f specifies the language unam-
biguously in the sense that each argmaxa:A f (o,a) is unique, in which case s is uniquely defined.

A choice of s completely describes the apprentice’s expected behaviour, so now we can reason as
the master. He would like to choose some order o 2 O such that s(o) is one of the actions that he will
be satisfied with. In this case, the set of good actions is B[S\L] (the forward image of S\L under B), so
the set of good orders given s is s�1[B[S\L]].

The O operations are mapped to contractions between these tensors, formed as follows:

O(X1, X2) !→ Ti1i2···inTinin+1···in+k

∈ V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ · · ·⊗ Vn−1 ⊗ Vn+1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ Vn+k

O(X3,O(X1, X2)) !→ Ti1i2···inTinin+1···in+k
Tin+kin+k+1···in+k+m

∈ V1 ⊗ V2 ⊗ · · ·⊗ Vn−1 ⊗ Vn+1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ Vn+k−1 ⊗ Vn+k+1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ Vn+k+m

In their most general form presented above, these formulae are large and the index notation becomes
difficult to read. In special cases, however, it is often enough to work with spaces of rank around 3.
For instance, the application between a transitive verb and its object is mapped to the following
contraction:

Ti1i2i3Ti3

This is the contraction between a cube Ti1i2i3 in X1 ⊗X2 ⊗X3 and a vector Ti3 in X3, resulting
in a tensor Ti1,i2 in X1 ⊗X2, i.e. a matrix.

We suppose Ty(t) represents a sentence space S and Ty(e) a word space W . Given vectors
Tmary
i , T john

k in W and the (cube) tensor T like
ijk in W ⊗ S ⊗ W , the tensor semantic trees of the

word-by-word parsing process of "mary likes john" become as follows:

“mary . . . ” “. . . likes . . . ” “. . . john”
?S

W ∋ T
mary
i ?W ⊗ S,♦

?S

W ∋ T
mary
i ?W ⊗ S

?W,♦ W ⊗ S ⊗W ∋ T likes
ijk

S ∋ T
mary
i T like

ijk T
john
k ,♦

W ∋ T
mary
i W ⊗ S ∋ T like

ijk T
john
k

W ∋ T
john
k W ⊗ S ⊗W ∋ T like

ijk

There has been much discussion about whether sentence and word spaces should be the same or
separate. In previous work, we have worked with both cases, i.e. when W ≠ S and when W = S.

DS requirements can now be treated as requirements for tensors of a particular order (e.g.
?W , ?W ⊗ S as above). Alternatively, we can provide an analogue to Hough and Purver (2012)’s
incremental type inference procedure, by interpreting them as picking out an element which is
neutral with regards to composition: the unit vector/tensor of the space they annotate. For the
atomic S and W spaces, this is the (1, 1) vector, for the verb phrase space W ⊗ S, it is the unit

matrix

!

1 0
0 1

"

, and for the transitive verb space W ⊗S⊗W , it is the unit cube, which is similar

to the unit matrix, with 1’s on the diagonal and 0’s everywhere else. This provides the desired
compositionality but no new semantic information; that can arrive later as more words are parsed.
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Figure 2: (a) A unidirectional sequence-to-sequence autoencoder. (b) The tensor product operation.
(c) A TPDN trained to approximate the encoding E from the autoencoder: (1) The fillers and roles
are embedded. (2) The fillers and roles are bound together using the tensor product. (3) The tensor
products are summed. (4) The sum is flattened into a vector by concatenating the rows. (5) A linear
transformation is applied to get the final encoding. (d) The architecture for evaluation: using the
original autoencoder’s decoder with the trained TPDN as the encoder.

2 APPROXIMATING RNN AUTOENCODER REPRESENTATIONS

To establish the effectiveness of the TPDN at uncovering the structural representations used by
RNNs, we first apply the TPDN to sequence-to-sequence networks trained on an autoencoding ob-
jective: they are expected to encode a sequence of digits and then decode that encoding to reproduce
the same sequence (Figure 2a). In addition to testing the TPDN, this experiment also addresses a sci-
entific question: do different architectures (specifically, unidirectional, bidirectional, and tree-based
sequence-to-sequence models) induce different representations?

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Digit sequences: The sequences consisted of the digits from 0 to 9. We randomly generated 50,000
unique sequences with lengths ranging from 1 to 6 inclusive and averaging 5.2; these sequences were
divided into 40,000 training sequences, 5,000 development sequences, and 5,000 test sequences.

Architectures: For all sequence-to-sequence networks, we used gated recurrent units (GRUs, Cho
et al. (2014)) as the recurrent units. We considered three encoder-decoder architectures: unidirec-
tional, bidirectional, and tree-based.3 The unidirectional encoders and decoders follow the setup of
Sutskever et al. (2014): the encoder is fed the input elements one at a time, left to right, updating
its hidden state after each element. The decoder then produces the output sequence using the final
hidden state of the encoder as its input. The bidirectional encoder combines left-to-right and right-to-
left unidirectional encoders (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997); for symmetry, we also create a bidirectional
decoder, which has both a left-to-right and a right-to-left unidirectional decoder whose hidden states
are concatenated to form bidirectional hidden states from which output predictions are made. Our
final topology is tree-based RNNs (Pollack, 1990; Socher et al., 2010), specifically the Tree-GRU
encoder of Chen et al. (2017) and the tree decoder of Chen et al. (2018). These architectures require
a tree structure as part of their input; we generated a tree for each sequence using a deterministic
algorithm that groups digits based on their values (see Appendix C). To control for initialization
effects, we trained five instances of each architecture with different random initializations.

Role schemes: We consider 6 possible methods that networks might use to represent the roles of
specific digits within a sequence; see Figure 3a for examples of these role schemes.

1. Left-to-right: Each digit’s role is its index in the sequence, counting from left to right.
2. Right-to-left: Each digit’s role is its index in the sequence, counting from right to left.
3. Bidirectional: Each digit’s role is an ordered pair containing its left-to-right index and its

right-to-left index (compare human representations of spelling, Fischer-Baum et al. 2010).
4. Wickelroles: Each digit’s role is the digit before it and the digit after it (Wickelgren, 1969).

3For this experiment, the encoder and decoder always matched in type.
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RECAP

• Categorical compositional semantics allows us to apply grammatical 
composition to form phrases and sentences 

• Applications in areas where structure really plays a role 

• Extensions to richer representations give more structure to word 
representations 

• And there’s a lot to work on, linking to other techniques in NLP and 
extending the theory and applications 

Thank you for listening! 
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